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At a glance: 


 Assured signal quality with signal conditioners 
 Additional functions required for practical application 


Signal conditioner 2.0 


The signal conditioner product portfolio from Pepperl+Fuchs is 
being expanded 


Guaranteeing signal quality and converting field signals to standard 
signals are typical signal conditioning tasks in process automation. 
However, the basic functions alone can no longer satisfy the 
requirements of modern process automation. In addition to the basic 
functionalities, other features are now standard. Pepperl+Fuchs is 


continuously working to further develop these features. 


The galvanic isolation of signal conditioners protects the control side from 


interference caused by ground loops or frequency couplings on the field 


side. It also prevents transient currents that might result from changed 


potential conditions, for example, after replacing boards in the controller. 


This is an effective way of avoiding unwanted process deviations resulting 


from falsified measurement or control signals. Along with these basic 


functions, Pepperl+Fuchs signal conditioners have other important features 


developed over many years based on customer requirements. 


Signals are often required in parallel at multiple outputs, for example, a 


PCS system, ESD system, or data acquisition systems. Pepperl+Fuchs 


signal conditioners therefore act as signal splitters that provide an input 


signal in parallel at the output. This means that the signal conditioner's 


input signal can be used simultaneously at the output by multiple systems. 


This rules out series connection of the output signal on multiple systems 


with the associated risk of total failure in the event of an error in one 
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system. Galvanic isolation within the signal conditioner prevents a total load 


that is too high due to the addition of system loads connected in series. 


To guarantee process reliability, Pepperl+Fuchs signal conditioners offer 


safety functions such as trip value triggering or rotation speed monitoring. 


The availability of the systems themselves is supported by functions such 


as safety-related common disable (i.e., switching off the power supply for 


all modules) or line fault detection as a collective error message. 
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Fig. 1: Signal conditioners guarantee the signal quality and also perform 
signal conversion and preparation  
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Guaranteeing signal quality and converting field signals to standard signals are typical signal conditioning tasks in process automation. However, the basic functions alone can no longer satisfy the requirements of modern process automation. In addition to the basic functionalities, other features are now standard. Pepperl+Fuchs is continuously working to further develop these features.

The galvanic isolation of signal conditioners protects the control side from interference caused by ground loops or frequency couplings on the field side. It also prevents transient currents that might result from changed potential conditions, for example, after replacing boards in the controller. This is an effective way of avoiding unwanted process deviations resulting from falsified measurement or control signals. Along with these basic functions, Pepperl+Fuchs signal conditioners have other important features developed over many years based on customer requirements.

Signals are often required in parallel at multiple outputs, for example, a PCS system, ESD system, or data acquisition systems. Pepperl+Fuchs signal conditioners therefore act as signal splitters that provide an input signal in parallel at the output. This means that the signal conditioner's input signal can be used simultaneously at the output by multiple systems. This rules out series connection of the output signal on multiple systems with the associated risk of total failure in the event of an error in one system. Galvanic isolation within the signal conditioner prevents a total load that is too high due to the addition of system loads connected in series.

To guarantee process reliability, Pepperl+Fuchs signal conditioners offer safety functions such as trip value triggering or rotation speed monitoring. The availability of the systems themselves is supported by functions such as safety-related common disable (i.e., switching off the power supply for all modules) or line fault detection as a collective error message.





































Fig. 1: Signal conditioners guarantee the signal quality and also perform signal conversion and preparation 
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